
TRADE OPTIONS STRATEGIES 
GLOBALLY THROUGH  
REFINITIV™ REDI® EMS
Options Trading

With Refinitiv™ REDI® EMS’s powerful options capabilities, users can easily trade single and complex 
spread strategies globally through multiple brokers. The platform’s robust, intuitive feature set allows 
you to manage positions, profit and loss (P&L) and risk in real time while leveraging HotKeys, signals and 
filters to place complex orders with minimal clicks. In addition, its comprehensive, customizable analytics 
suite provides option greeks, open interest and volatility indicators.

Multi-broker 

Access liquidity via REDI EMS’s expansive global broker network,  
which includes the algos, smart routers and high-touch desks  
of hundreds of broker-dealers. 

Multi-leg strategy trading 

Choose from predefined strategy layouts or create your own. 
Leverage the spread watch list to see spread market data across  
a number of strategies. 

Powerful analytics 

Option windows can provide single and multi-leg greeks and 
position information side by side with top of book market data.  
In addition, custom calculations can be deployed for a variety  
of functions. 

Customizable 

Tailor data views by creating filters, signals, order proximity alerts 
and customized expiration date colors. 

Flexible 

Customize the Option Series windows to your needs by  
leveraging out-of-the-box filters, including expirations, strike  
levels and composite vs. specific exchange market data. 

Product coverage 

Trade single and complex contracts, including calendar spreads, 
straddles, strangles, married puts, buy-writes, butterflies and more.

Multi-leg top and depth of market views 

Display real-time market data for single contracts and multi-leg 
strategies in the Option Montage window.

Option Montage
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Key features 

1.  Custom Filters: Customize filter buttons to quickly display only relevant 
securities during specific trading scenarios

2.  Filter: The number of strikes that will display around the underlying price 
(e.g., ‘3’ will display three strikes below/above the underlying price)

3.   Choose to display Composite or Top of Book market data for a  
specific exchange

4.  Custom Signals: Configure the Option Series window to alert or highlight 
when certain customizable conditions, such as when the last traded price  
is the day’s high, are met

5.  Choose Destination to select from the many available destinations in  
REDI EMS’s extensive broker network

6.  Filtering: Quickly filter the Option Series window for expirations,  
composite vs. exchange market data (LI), and number of strikes around  
the underlying price

7.  HotKeys: Create HotKeys to rapidly enter broker orders with previously 
configured parameters

8.  Order Proximity: Configure the Option Series window to alert or highlight 
when open orders are within the current prices. For example, marketable 
orders will have a red background, while non-marketable orders will have 
an orange background

9.  Expiration Coloring: Enable expirations to appear within the Option Series 
window and in the filter selection in different colors

10.  Shift Click on the Bid/Ask of a contract to go long or short and create a 
predefined or custom spread strategy

11.  Quick L1 Exchange View: Quickly show/hide a breakdown of L1 market 
data from all exchanges for a single call/put
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